
Nillkin CP+PRO Tempered Glass for Xiaomi 12T/12T Pro/Redmi K Ref: 6902048257924
Nillkin CP+PRO Tempered Glass for Xiaomi 12T/12T Pro/Redmi K

CP+PRO Nillkin Xiaomi 12T/12T Pro/Redmi K50 Ultra tempered glass
Make sure your smartphone is well protected and bet on Nillkin's proposal. The CP+PRO tempered glass features a hardness of 9H and
resistance to  scratches  or  impacts.  It  offers  excellent  transparency,  and its  installation  will  not  cause  you any trouble.  The product  is
compatible with Xiaomi 12T, 12T Pro and Redmi K50 Ultra smartphones.
 
Reliable protection
Every effort has been made to ensure that the Nillkin product effectively protects the screen of your smartphone. High-grade tempered
glass with 9H hardness was used in the production. As a result, it is resistant to scratches or impacts. What's more, the oleophobic and
hydrophobic coating prevents greasing and leaving unsightly fingerprints.
 
Refined design
The 2.5D design with reinforced edges supports effective display protection. What's more, the high transparency of the glass guarantees
a  pristine  image,  while  the  thin  structure  ensures  that  touch  operation  is  not  affected.  Opt  for  a  combination  of  functionality  and
convenience with Nillkin!
 
Included:
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Tempered glass x1
Support kit x1
Moist cloth x1
Dry cloth x1
Dust removal sticker x3
Manual x1
Manufacturer
Nillkin
Model
CP + PRO
Compatibility
Xiaomi 12T / 12T Pro / Redmi K50 Ultra
Material
Tempered glass 9H
Dimensions
157.12 x 70.80 x 0.33 mm
Weight
23.5 g

Preço:

Antes: € 6.9987

Agora: € 6.30

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, Tempered glass, For the smartphone
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